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This was a year for reinvention!

The pandemic has conferred a fuller understanding of the word virtual. We were constantly 
driven to regularly reinvent ourselves this year through meetings, webinars, videoconferences, 
and online courses via Zoom or Teams, and a one-of-a-kind education symposium. Technology 
took the forefront, enabling us to stay connected with each other and the world on a daily basis! 
Our technology team made a huge contribution to sustaining school and FNEC operations, and 
facilitated computer equipment purchasing and installation and technical support for member 
communities. 

The COVID-19 pandemic also forced us to see things from a different angle and find new ways to 
“teach differently” while keeping our focus on student success. Even though distance education 
was not without some challenges, it became key in maintaining operations and opened a world 
of possibility! Our educational services department provided a slew of training sessions for 
teachers, teaching assistants, and parents. At the start of the pandemic, we reacted quickly in 
providing a wide range of educational programming, featuring song writing workshops with 
Samian, children’s story time, powwow workouts, and juggling tutorials, just to name a few. In 
addition to coordinating the supply of personal protective equipment for a safe return to school, 
we went to work right away on creating a reference guide for distance learning with community 
representatives. Have I mentioned our take-charge attitude with Quebec? Great teamwork! 
We have had to re-think how to do things this past year, including the Inter-school Games that 
were transformed into the Ancestor’s Challenge; an exciting and challenging mobile obstacle 
course that can offer children in your community an unforgettable experience! 

MESSAGE FROM THE  
DIRECTOR GENERAL 

DENIS GROS-LOUIS
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COVID-19 did not succeed in preventing us from ably managing our priorities. We continued to 
take several important issues head on, including education funding based on the interim formula, 
regional education agreement negotiations, Indigenous language reinforcement, promotion, and 
instruction, Ethics and Religious Culture program reform, development of an Indigenous-based 
teaching requirement, French language reform, and the fight against racism and discrimination. 

The FNEC has stepped up its networking and lobbying efforts among provincial and federal 
ministers, organizations, and members of the post-secondary education community. 

Joyce Echaquan’s tragic death last fall created a collective awakening to systemic racism and 
discrimination against Indigenous peoples. We all hope that her legacy will result in far-reaching 
changes, allowing the children of today and tomorrow to live in an inclusive society where 
diversity is valued, and the language, culture, and identity of every individual is respected.  

Denis Gros-Louis
Director General 
FNEC
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INTRODUCTION 
The First Nations Education Council (FNEC) is an organization made up of eight First Nations in 
Quebec: Abenaki, Algonquin, Atikamekw, Huron Wendat, Innu, Malecite, Mi’kmaq, and Mohawk. 
Spread over a large territory, its 22-member communities, representing a total of 24 elementary 
and secondary schools as well as Kiuna Institution, and approximately 5,800 students, have their 
own language, culture, demographic and socioeconomic profile, and traditions. In addition to 
their Indigenous language, 12 of our member communities communicate in French, and 10 speak 
English as their second language.

OUR TEAM 
Our association has 52 employees providing a wide range of expertise to the communities. Our 
dedicated team is determined to respond to requests from member communities to the best of 
its ability.  

PRESENTATION OF THE FNEC
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MISSION
The FNEC contributes to the complete takeover of and inherent jurisdiction over education by its 
member First Nations. The FNEC represents and defends the interests of this collective strength 
by promoting the realities of each nation and respecting their identity, culture, and traditions. 
Excellence, student success, cultural pride, and control of education by and for First Nations are 
at the heart of its mission.

VISION
FNEC-member First Nations locally exercise their inherent right to and complete jurisdiction over 
education. Their school system promotes lifelong learning, local capacity building and learner 
well-being.

MANDATES
• Take political action to ensure that First Nations regain full control of their education.
• Take administrative action to ensure respect of the educational rights of First Nations 

communities.
• Take all necessary measures to advance and increase the quality of First Nations educational 

programs and services.
• Conduct studies and make recommendations on governments’ political and administrative 

decisions on Aboriginal education.
• Manage programs transferred by different government departments and ensure that services are 

developed for the benefit of member communities.
• Provide human resources and consulting services to its member communities, as requested.
• Publish educational documents, newsletters, and brochures on topics of interest to member 

communities.
• Maintain links with other First Nations organizations working in education.
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The FNEC’s governance structure is a democratic model based on efficiency that works for First 
Nations because it respects their realities and allows them to support local and regional efforts to 
reinforce their capacities in education.

The FNEC is fundamentally an organization of communities that advocates for the rights of 
its members in education to increase student success. The organization champions member 
communities’ issues and encourages them to exercise their authority while strengthening local 
and regional capacities in education. 

The FNEC does not exist independently of member communities, but is well established within 
their fold and feeds into their interests.

The FNEC’s governance structure is a democratic model that is reflected in the full and complete 
participation of all 22 member communities in the decision-making process.

The FNEC’s structure includes: 

• a general assembly of member-community representatives;
• a special general assembly of chiefs;
• a finance and administration committee made up of three members appointed by the 

General Assembly.

The FNEC secretariat receives its mandates from the General Assembly which is made up of 
community-nominated education representatives. 

The Special General Assembly is made up of chiefs from each member community. The 
mandates it assigns to the FNEC secretariat serve the organization to fulfill its mission, realize its 
vision, and defend its political positions. 

The Finance and Administration Committee is the intermediary body between the Assembly 
and the FNEC secretariat. It has the authority to assist the FNEC in managing its financial and 
human resources in accordance with the Assembly’s guidance and direction.

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
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Community support during the pandemic 
The FNEC was able to continue playing an albeit redefined role among member communities 
despite the ongoing pandemic by using new forums and new platforms to their full advantage. 
The FNEC worked with a variety of partners to lessen the impact the global pandemic is having 
on the success of students and provide them with some stress relief.

The FNEC was one of the regional commissions and organizations under the Assembly of 
First Nations Quebec-Labrador (AFNQL) participating in a tripartite committee on emergency 
measures along with the provincial and federal government that enabled the FNEC to:

• organize the distribution of a portion of contingency funding;
• facilitate accountability and investment coordination, including air quality analysis and 

ventilation system inspections in schools;
• classify personal protective equipment requests;
• maintain operations despite the pandemic; 
• sustain communication with the communities;
• raise issues and contribute to solution implementation.

The FNEC ramped up its efforts to support school staff struggling to manage the public health 
emergency by ensuring all stakeholders rallied together when initial government measures were 
put in place. Capitalizing on the many training sessions and activities, in addition to the concerted 
effort that led to the release of a return-to-school reference guide titled Teaching Differently, the 
FNEC was involved at every level to ensure as much information as possible was obtained and 
communicated in a timely fashion.

The FNEC took part in a communication unit set up by the AFNQL through the Indigenous 
Community Support Fund, and focussed on its efforts on holding regular meetings with FNEC 
representatives and ensuring adequate communication with them through the creation of a 
newsletter.

Despite inherent challenges to management in a pandemic, the FNEC continued to its outreach 
and lobbying efforts with government agencies, post-secondary institutions, and other advocacy 
groups. 

 

ORIENTATION 1: FIRST NATIONS EDUCATION 
GOVERNANCE SYSTEM 
FNEC-member communities remain committed to establishing First Nations education 
governance systems that reflect their needs, cultures, and aspirations.
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Post-Secondary Partnerships Program regionalization  
Work at the national level and the transformation of funding mechanisms for education have 
resulted in the regionalization of the 2020-2021 Post-Secondary Partnerships Program. The FNEC 
joined up with Institut Tshakapesh to ensure First Nations management of funding and the call for 
proposals process under the new national guidelines.
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Funding formula 
The team developing a First Nations funding formula has been working hard, and is about to 
enter the final stages of work on the formula components.

Instructional services, complementary services, capital and operations, provincial student 
support services, and the remoteness index have been finalized this past year and have received 
community approval. This process involved submitting virtual testing results to the participating 
communities, followed by community recommendations before final approval. Each component 
was subsequently presented to FNEC representatives in assembly before being adopted via 
resolution.  

Work on the technology, special education, and adult education components began in 2020 and 
should be finalized in 2021. 

Indigenous Services Canada Interim Funding Formula
Since acceptance of the memorandum to Cabinet in March of 2018, funding for education has 
been provided by Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) through its transformation approach to 
funding, the basis of which is the interim funding formula. Once again, as in previous years, the 
FNEC has lobbied ISC to include additional allowances in the formula such as school daycare, 
playground enhancement, technology infrastructure, remoteness considerations, and financial 
support for options in mathematics. This year, the FNEC was faced with a reduction in tuition fees, 
and an end to the adult education initiative to provide estimated funding for community adult 
education programs.

To date, ISC has refused to fund these and other measures, replacing legitimate funding 
with simulated measures such as funding protection and mitigation funds. These financial 
interventions serve to artificially inflate the levels of funding in the formula to maintain 
predictable funding for FNEC communities, while replacing appropriate funding using provincial 
measures. Unfortunately, these measures end on April 1, 2022.

ORIENTATION 2: 
REPRESENTATION AND PARTNERSHIPS
The purpose of advocacy activities is to fulfill the FNEC’s vision and mission to promote 
and defend the collective interests of member communities.
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Since the end of January, ISC has stopped collaborating on the interim formula, and has provided 
no clear indication of the final version of the nominal roll, final funding results, and on the 
implementation of the new funding formula, causing a lot of confusion for communities. Amid 
this confusion created by ISC, the FNEC has been working to clarify allocations and to provide 
succinct information on the new funding formula for 2021-2022.

Advocacy 
Regional education agreement negotiations 
Against the backdrop of the takeover of education by and for First Nations, members of the 
FNEC Chiefs Committee, whose mandate was adopted by the Special General Assembly, 
met with the Minister of Indigenous Services on two occasions. These meetings resulted in 
the submission of a memorandum of understanding aiming to guide the negotiation of an 
education agreement on behalf of FNEC member communities. With assistance from the 
FNEC’s formula committee, and governance working group, the Chiefs Committee will be 
called on to support the negotiating committee on key issues. Negotiations will be formally 
launched following the signing of the memorandum of understanding in spring 2021. 

Student success meeting with ministers Roberge, McCann and 
Lafrenière
As part of our ongoing efforts to eliminate obstacles to First Nations student success,  we sat 
down with the Minister of Education, Jean-François Roberge, the Minister of Higher Education, 
Danielle McCann, and the Minister Responsible for Indigenous Affairs, Ian Lafrenière. We put 
forward recommendations on how to improve academic outcomes, and addressed a number 
of calls to action issued by the Viens Commission and the National Inquiry into Missing and 
Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls. 
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Ethics and Religious Culture Program
The FNEC took part in public consultations held as part of the Quebec government’s reform of 
the ethics and religious culture program. We maintain that our experts are in the best position 
to write the First Nations content for the next version of the program.

Competency 15 
The FNEC garnered attention and has its voice 
heard as part of the review of Quebec’s teacher 
education guidelines by co-developing a teaching 
requirement specifically related to First Peoples 
with Institut Tshakapesh and the workforce 
training and development centre (CDFM) in 
Wendake. Competency 15: Value and promote 
Indigenous knowledge, worldviews, culture, 
and history, officially published on November 
24, received unanimous support from the First 
Nations and Inuit education experts sitting on 
Quebec’s panel on Indigenous student success, 
and a positive reception from post-secondary 
educational institutions in Quebec. The FNEC 
is currently developing a course with Laval 
University, the University of Sherbrooke, and the 
Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières on First 
Nations history and experience to be included in 
their teacher education programs.

After connecting with the Intercollegiate Decolonization Network, a group of college teachers, 
students and staff who support competency 15, the FNEC is in the process of establishing 
alliances with other organizations, including the Conseil supérieur de l’éducation and the 
Fondation des parlementaires québécois. 
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Action plan on racism and discrimination 
The elimination of racism and discrimination has been pushed to the forefront of several 
agendas, including the FNEC who was asked to offer solutions to this serious issue to Quebec’s 
anti-racism task force. The FNEC spoke out about the measures for schools outlined in the 
AFNQL’s Action Plan on Racism and Discrimination. An open letter was sent to Premier 
François Legault demanding that investments be made in a strategy to address the significant 
shortcomings in the school system that contribute to maintaining prejudice and systemic 
racism toward First Nations and Inuit. 

Charter of the French Language 
When the Quebec government announced a reform of the Charter of the French Language 
would be conducted, the FNEC took the opportunity to reiterate the chiefs’ request for an 
exemption from chapter VIII of the Charter. The FNEC is currently in discussions with the 
Ministry of Education on eliminating the remaining systemic barriers in many education 
policies that continue to hinder efforts to improve student success at all levels. 
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Regional committee on Indigenous languages 
Coordination of the regional committee on Indigenous languages has been handed over to the 
FNEC by the chief of the AFNQL. The coordinator has begun reaching out and working with the 
communities actively involved in Indigenous language projects.

Chiefs Committee on Education and National Indian Education 
Council
Alongside the AFNQL chief responsible for education, the FNEC has been advocating on 
behalf of schools on several key issues related to program regionalization and the takeover 
of education. The FNEC also took part in laying the groundwork with the CCOE to ensure 
communities receive their fair share of the federal funding aimed at supporting elementary, 
secondary, and post-secondary students faced with school closures.
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Education Partnerships Program
As regional representative on behalf of member communities, the FNEC is continuing to assert 
the issues facing their students enrolled in provincial schools.

Over 70 projects were put in place this past year offering approximately 4,000 elementary and 
secondary students direct support for a successful transition to the provincial school system.
The FNEC, along with its Finance and Administration Committee, has launched an in-house 
initiative to offset the budget cuts made to the program by ISC and ensure activity completion 
and partnership renewal.

Provincial panel on Indigenous student success
The FNEC is co-chair of this panel made up of First Nations and Inuit leaders across Quebec, 
aiming to promote cooperation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous organizations.  
The following important issues were addressed this year:

• COVID-19 requirements and the impact of the pandemic on class reorganization;
• Quebec’s teacher education guidelines and Competency 15: Value and promote Indigenous 

knowledge, worldviews, culture, and history;
• the high school Ethics and Religious Culture course;
• sharing best practices.

Birth-to-Age-8 Strategy
Stemming from the provincial panel on Indigenous student success, the Birth-to-Age-8 sub-
committee aims to make early childhood programming a priority. The FNEC is continuing to work 
with the First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Health and Social Services Commission on the 
Little Feathers project and on the deployment of the Growing Together training course. 
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School anti-bullying campaigns 
The FNEC supports schools in organizing and implementing anti-bullying campaigns in 
conjunction with Quebec’s Indigenous affairs office, ministries of family, education, higher 
education, health, and social services, as well as public safety.

The FNEC has the authority to sign agreements with member-community schools, and is 
responsible for coordinating local projects that help create a positive and welcoming school 
climate, and foster Indigenous student success.

Pink Shirt Day 
The FNEC was approached by the Eastern Canada division of Staples/Bureau en Gros to 
participate in Pink Shirt Day held this year on February 24 as part of a national anti-bullying 
campaign.

The FNEC proudly took a stand against bullying in this four-part awareness campaign by:

1. encouraging First Nations children and teens to enter a nation-wide t-shirt design contest;
2. raising funds through t-shirt sales;
3. raising school awareness;
4. participating in Pink Shirt Day.

The FNEC was chosen to be this year’s recipient of the funds raised through this campaign. One 
dollar for every t-shirt sold in the province of Quebec was given to the FNEC who will reinvest it in 
an anti-bullying project for First Nations children and teens.  
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Education Symposium 
The FNEC hosted the third edition of its education symposium for French-speaking communities 
on February 16 and 17. The theme of this year’s symposium was strengthening our connections. 
The main goal of this event is to give First Nations school staff the opportunity to share their best 
practices. Over 225 participants took part in 18 online teacher-led workshops covering a wide 
range of topics including: 

• language and culture;
• literacy and numeracy;
• distance learning.

Outdoor education and Forest Kindergarten
It is no surprise that outdoor education has grown in popularity this year. Several schools have 
experimented with taking their classrooms outside, while others have implemented formal 
programming. 

This practice, greatly inspired by First Peoples’ traditional teaching models, is often used in the 
kindergarten classroom. It can be easily adapted to all levels to the considerable benefit of all 
learners. Outdoor education provides a perspective and advantages that enable First Nations to 
continue to reclaim and transmit their knowledge and teachings. 

The outdoor education model is designed to give students the opportunity to have fun and learn 
in a relaxing and engaging context. This educational approach focusses on the development of 
independent decision-making skills through experience and discovery based learning and play. 

The Nipugtugewei Ginamasuti Mi’gmaw immersion program offered at Alaqsite’w Gitpu School 
in Listuguj is an outstanding example of language instruction programming. The kindergarten 
teachers of this program worked with the FNEC this year on providing online outdoor education 
workshops. The FNEC hopes to contribute to the development of this innovative approach in 
education by continuing to support training and documentation initiatives in the coming years. 

 
Technology partnerships and research
• The FNEC is maintaining its partnership with the Quebec Aboriginal Science and Engineering 

Association. Again, this year in November, the FNEC supported the delivery of online training 
for teachers in eight schools.  

• As one of the founding members of the First Mile Connectivity Consortium, the FNEC remains 
proactive in the CRTC public consultation process to give First Nations the opportunity to 
contribute to the development of broadband policy for future generations. More information 
is available at www.firstmile.ca.
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Distance learning resources
To help teachers during the pandemic, the FNEC gave them access to a wide range of resources 
facilitating the transition to online learning and maximizing learning retention in reading and 
mathematics.

Reference Guide for Distance Learning
The pandemic has forced schools to operate under changeable, precarious, ambiguous, and 
complex circumstances. To help administrators and teachers prepare for back-to-school, the 
FNEC issued a distance learning guide in June with the following four scenarios: 

1. teachers and students are back to school, but some individuals need to remain at home 
for health reasons;

2. teachers and students are partially back to school (hybrid classes); 
3. teachers are in class and students are alternatively in and out of class;
4. teachers and students are not back to school.

The guide also contains instructional and technological considerations for each scenario. 

Word Champion 
The FNEC designed an online 
word game for students in 
Grades 1 and 2 called Word 
Champion that gives students 
the opportunity to develop 
their reading skills in a fun way 
and reminds them that practice 
makes perfect. 

ORIENTATION 3: TEACHING AND INSTRUCTIONAL 
SUPPORT 
Educational and teaching support services aim for the ongoing improvement of quality education 
by meeting needs in learning material development, administrative management and school staff 
training to establish favourable conditions for the success of children and adults.
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Au royaume des sons 
To improve phonological awareness, the FNEC gave kindergarten and Grade 1 and 2 teachers 
access to this online learning platform where students can develop their awareness of sounds 
and letters and have fun at the same time. 

Oryx Éducation
The FNEC gave Grade 3,4,5, and 6 teachers access to a series of reading comprehension 
exercises for their students available through the Oryx Éducation web application. 

Reading strategies
With community partners, the FNEC developed videos along with learning activities teachers 
can use to teach reading strategies. 

Math videos
The FNEC called on the expertise of a consultant to create videos for teachers presenting 
priority learning in the elementary level mathematics program in the context of the pandemic. 

IXL
IXL is a personalized online learning 
platform. With a comprehensive curriculum 
for junior kindergarten to Grade 12, 
individualized guidance and real-time 
analytics, IXL meets the unique needs 
of each learner in English Language Arts 
and Math. To support teachers, the FNEC 
provided access to the platform to all 
English-language member schools. 
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SMART Learning Suite 
SMART Learning Suite is an intuitive web-based software that helps create engaging lessons 
students can interact with in class, remotely or on their own time all on their own devices. The 
FNEC provides access to all member schools. 

 ELA exam 
On November 17 and 19, Grade 4 and Grade 6 teachers were invited to an online workshop 
on assessment. The purpose of the exercise was to better align all teachers in their marking of 
the final English Language Arts exam. To proceed, the FNEC called upon a professor from Laval 
University, a specialist in the assessment of learning and measurement theory. This endeavour 
should support the teachers in a better alignment when it comes to assessing student exams 
during our marking centres, which should start again in 2022. 

Special education

HCSEP review by the AFN
The FNEC took part in the High-Cost Special Education Program Review headed by the 
Assembly of First Nations (AFN) between April 2020 and January 2021. The FNEC analyzed 
the national program guidelines and issued policy and funding recommendations. Initial 
recommendations from the FNEC and Institut Tshakapesh were submitted to the AFN in the 
fall. After the AFN’s findings were issued, additional recommendations were submitted in 
December. The final report is in the process of being analyzed by ISC, and in the meantime, 
work is ongoing. The FNEC is actively involved in this issue and is keeping an eye on the 
situation to ensure the needs of First Nations students are understood and met. 

Online special education services 
In the context of distance learning and online support, the FNEC developed an assistance 
program to equip special education teachers and support staff working with students with 
disabilities, ensuring ongoing service delivery and an appropriate response to the needs of 
these students. The FNEC launched a series of training sessions in December on the reality of 
special education in the context of the pandemic.
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Professional development and teacher training offered: 
1.	 Cognitive	efficiency	continuing	education	course	

2. Student support process 

3. Classroom management

4. Individual Education Plan part I 

5. Individual Education Plan part II 

6. Autism spectrum disorder

7. Growing Together

8. Impact of the pandemic on child behaviour

9. Nonviolent crisis intervention

10. Cultivating happiness to stay grounded
 
11. Teacher aide training
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Math and science support
Student success in math and science is ensured through teacher and student support provided 
by the FNEC. Teachers have access to professional development activities in:

• math;
• science;
• instruction;
• education;
• distance education.

Student support is also provided:

• to fulfill college admission requirements through online courses;
• through remedial tutoring.

Communities can also receive support to develop:

• culturally relevant teaching material;
• videos to support flipped classroom instruction;
• science lab experiments so teachers can spend more time teaching.

.

CANO access and support
The ups and downs of the pandemic have required schools to make several changes including 
report cards. For the first time ever, the annual CANO administrator training course was given 
entirely online. A Teacher’s Corner and a Principal’s Corner were created giving users access to 
reference material and videos. 

Schools were given full access to the CANO dashboard. The second phase of dashboard 
construction will begin in 2021.

CANO statistics:

• 115,172 logins;
• Over 800 support requests.
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Little Feathers 
For the second year in a row, the FNEC distributed Little Feathers bags to help children transition 
to kindergarten. The Little Feathers program provides parents and guardians with culturally 
relevant learning material and books by First Nations authors that they can use to prepare their 
children for classroom instruction. 

Through the FNEC’s partnership with the FNQLHSSC, memory games and brochures for parents 
were also included in the Little Feathers bag.

Teachers have also been involved in developing Little Feathers content and providing valuable 
follow-up with students and parents so that together we can make children’s first year in school a 
great success. 

Little Feathers statistics:

• 17 participating schools;
• 1 orientation day organized in each school;
• 585 bags distributed to families.
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Indigenous language planning
This year’s scheduled language instruction planning session was replaced with six online 
workshops.

Language planning to ensure projects are based on community needs and goals has already 
begun in several communities. Individual community support from the FNEC will be ongoing 
until Indigenous language preservation and transmission planning has been completed in each 
member school. 

100% SMART project
This project continues to support the deployment of SMART technologies in our member 
schools. The FNEC helps schools acquire, integrate, and train staff on how to use the SMART 
interactive whiteboard and LCD in their classrooms. The trend we are seeing this year is that 
schools are choosing to upgrade to the LCD option as it is more cost effective, easy to set up and 
use. The LCD option still uses the same Smart Notebook application which is covered by the FNEC 
regional license agreement. 

iPad project
The FNEC has provided support and training to 14 communities for the classroom integration 
of 1,818 iPads using a centralized device management solution called Jamf School. This 
solution enables teachers and staff to maximize the learning experience for students physically 
in the classroom or in a distance learning environment. That is why schools are encouraged 
to participate in this project. For years, the FNEC has been supporting iPad integration for 
its member schools and is well prepared to deploy quickly. The demand for this service has 
increased significantly this year with the addition of 1,200 iPads in member schools. 

Principals’ gathering
Due to the pandemic, the FNEC could not host its yearly gathering of member community school 
principals. Instead, the FNEC continued to support principals remotely. Over 50 weekly meetings 
were facilitated to allow for principals to share and network with colleagues especially during 
these uncertain times. These meetings forced the FNEC to be proactive and create resources to 
support the day-to-day changes during the pandemic. Such examples include the Risk Mitigation 
Plan and the Teaching Differently Reference Guide. Principals were also given professional 
development opportunities such as school calendar planning, leading effective teams, strategic 
planning, and supporting all staff during the pandemic.
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Innovation in Education
The Innovation in Education Program supports projects in First Nations community schools, 
including:

• professional development opportunities; 
• technologies;
• new and innovative academic programs; 
• teaching and learning strategies. 

In addition to financial and project development support, the goal of this program is to enable 
First Nations schools to offer students Indigenous-informed and community-driven educational 
pathways grounded in their ways of knowing and being. 

Projects developed by the communities fall within these categories:

• student learning and teaching strategies;
• Indigenous-informed curriculum and materials development;
• language and culture revitalization;
• community collaboration and partnerships;
• parental involvement;
• land-based education and Forest School initiatives;
• physical, emotional, intellectual, and spiritual well-being, and safe schools.

Teacher retention research
In partnership with Bishop’s University and the Naskapi 
Nation of Kawawachikamach, the FNEC continued to 
lead a research project that explores teacher retention 
and induction strategies for new teachers. This year, the 
research team developed a framework to support teacher 
retention in the communities, and shared it with school 
principals. The FNEC has supported one school in the 
implementation process of the framework by offering a 
three-part webinar series for new teachers. Concepts like 
the Holistic Lifelong Learning Model, connecting to First 
Nations learners, and FNEC resources for teachers were 
explored. 
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Promotion and outreach
Virtual press conferences 
The FNEC has been able to adapt its practices throughout the year to ensure ongoing media 
outreach to promote initiatives and events. The online press conference on a proposed 
Indigenous-based teaching requirement is a good example. 

Online training
Several online training courses and professional development activities were offered in a 
livestream to FNEC member communities before being rebroadcast on Vimeo or YouTube, 
extending the FNEC’s expertise to a broader audience. 

New website 
An all new website was launched 
this year to optimize the experience 
of visitors to the FNEC website. 
The site was redesigned with 
member communities, partners, and 
employees in mind. It is more intuitive 
and has a more streamlined and 
professional look in keeping with the 
organization.

FNEC newsletter 
A newsletter was launched in September to reduce the number of emails sent to members 
and the broader FNEC network, and has already proven to be a valuable promotional tool 
for the FNEC. The newsletter is distributed quarterly by email, and currently has over 800 
subscribers. 
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ORIENTATION 4 : TECHNOLOGIES 
This orientation aims to improve community and school accessibility to technologies, and 
facilitate their use through optimized ICT and connectivity, and improved services offered 
by the help desk. The use of ICT is essential to respond to the needs of students, teachers, 
schools, and communities. This approach contributes to improving the quality of services.

Technical support for schools and communities 
The FNEC aims to continually improve access to technology among member communities, and 
works with them to close the digital gap. Our technical support service is changing to effectively 
respond to support requests within shorter and shorter time frames. Structuring technology 
applications gives students, teachers, and other users effective communication and project 
management opportunities.

Zoom platform
The FNEC obtained a Zoom videoconferencing site licence enabling 4,500 licences to be 
distributed to students, teachers, and principals to ensure safe and effective communication in 
accordance with public health guidelines. 

Since March, the platform has reported record statistics with a monthly increase of 3,500%! 

On average, every month, Zoom represents: 

• over 5,000 meetings;
• two million minutes;
• 40,000 participants.

Office	365	deployment		
Teleworking and distance education became a priority for the FNEC and member communities 
this year. Through the FNEC’s elaborate computer infrastructure, Office 365 deployment was 
carried out in 15 schools in 10 communities. This gave over 500 teachers, 3,300 students 
and close to 650 support staff access to Office 365 software applications including Teams and 
OneDrive. The FNEC technology department also supported three band councils and two health 
centres in their move toward Office 365.

The FNEC is proud to have been able to offer turnkey migration by handling:

• account and class creation;
• email migration;
• licence management;
• introductory training for schools.
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Software licensing
The FNEC manages several regional licensing agreements in education to facilitate the acquisition 
of cost-effective subscriptions for all member schools. The following subscriptions are accessible 
at the FNEC and can be downloaded from a secure location:   

• Microsoft Education agreement (Windows upgrade and Office); 
• Microsoft Office 365 for schools; 
• McAfee Antivirus;  
• SMART Notebook Advantage;  
• ZOOM Videoconference; 
• Adobe Creative Cloud.

Broadband connectivity
The FNEC is continuing to support and connect all public sectors in the communities to fibre optic 
infrastructure while ensuring community ownership. The FNEC secures financing from Indigenous 
Services Canada through a proposal process for infrastructure expansion, maintenance and 
repair, firewall equipment, and switch upgrades. The FNEC’s broadband project covers a three-
year period for fibre optic infrastructure and networking equipment, and is continually updated 
to reflect the needs of communities. 

The FNEC has deployed a total of 20 community networks to date, and is working to extend 
fibre optic networks for member communities needing more connectivity infrastructure to 
accommodate all public sectors. Work was halted due to provincial and community restrictions 
during the pandemic. Our fibre optic installer, Teltech Telecommunications, newly designated an 
essential service provider, has begun the work. 

The FNEC is pleased to report that it has completed 2 expansion projects: Gesgapegiag and 
Listuguj. The work is continuing on the seven remaining projects: Rapid Lake, Kitcisakik, Lac-
Simon, Abitibiwinni, Kanesatake, Kitigan Zibi, and Wendake. Two-year financing for these projects 
was secured by the FNEC via the First Nations Infrastructure Fund, covering direct costs related 
to project management, engineering, inspections, construction, cabling improvements, as well as 
networking and wireless equipment.

Equipment purchasing  
Learning at home is a reality many communities had to embrace this year. The FNEC gave 
them a helping hand so that they could purchase enough computer equipment for students to 
seamlessly transition to distance learning. It is no surprise that a record number of computer 
equipment procurement applications were processed this year.
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The FNEC’s procurement service contributed to the acquisition of:

• 1,212 laptops for students;
• 52 laptops for teachers and administrators;
• 1,205 iPads;
• 102 interactive whiteboards or smart displays;
• 11 camera systems;
• 60 Chromebooks. 

Skills Link 
The Skills Link – ICT program gives 18 to 30-year-olds access to valuable on-the-job training and 
field experience in information and communication technology. This year, 14 young adults from 
10 communities benefitted from this program which includes a 32-week work placement.

Technology training
The pandemic gave us the opportunity to promote education technology like never before. The 
FNEC gave member communities access to 58 training courses focussing mainly on integrating 
technology in teaching. We are proud to have been able to help communities implement 
distance learning capacity this year.

Courses offered:

ClassDojo  1
Google Workspace 9
Interactive whiteboard 5
iPad 10

IXL 3
Office 365 21
Open Q&A 6
Zoom 3
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ORIENTATION 5: SUPPORT FOR POST-SECONDARY 
EDUCATION
The FNEC develops targeted, needs-based post-secondary programs and customized training 
courses for its member communities. In developing and implementing postsecondary and adult 
education programs, the FNEC contributes to increasing First Nations student enrollment, skills 
development, and graduation rate.

Post-secondary education
The FNEC kept a close eye on the many needs created by the pandemic. Several meetings 
with education directors and post-secondary coordinators were held to provide direct student 
assistance through access to computer equipment and a living allowance.

Through the efficient takeover of the Post-secondary Partnerships Program, the FNEC was able to 
provide financial support for 17 community projects giving 250 First Nations students access to 
post-secondary education programming.

 Yahndawa’ 
Yahndawa’ is a distance learning portal 
created for adult students by the FNEC and 
the workforce training and development 
centre (CDFM) in Wendake. This online 
training program enables First Nations 
adults to obtain their high school diploma 
or fulfill credit requirements for vocational 
training programs, or college or university 
enrollment. Students also have access to 
a computer equipment lending service, 
technical support, and academic and career 
counselling services provided by the FNEC.

Yahndawa’ programming includes Secondary 
III compulsory and optional courses. In 
March 2021, enrollment totalled 30 adults 
from 11 different communities. In June 
2020, three students received their high 
school diploma, and an award for student 
engagement was established. 
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Kiuna Institution
At Kiuna Institution, established by the FNEC, First Nations students discover a culturally 
adapted post-secondary institution that meets their needs. What follows are a few of this year’s 
highlights.

Kiuna is proud to have been able to adapt to the new reality imposed by the pandemic by 
implementing teleworking and distance learning arrangements, and providing educational, social, 
cultural, and psychological support services to students under extraordinary circumstances. 

We invested in preserving a college experience to support student retention and success. We also 
supported our teachers by giving them the opportunity to develop new teaching skills that will 
enable us to continue meeting the needs of learners and communities. Kiuna is innovating and 
has begun deploying satellite classrooms to deliver high quality culturally appropriate services to 
a greater number of post-secondary students who will be able to balance their personal, family 
and career goals with community living. 

Kiuna’s annual report is available online at www.kiuna-college.com.
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Virtual toolbox 
Soon after the lockdown started, the FNEC gave 
children and parents activities they could do any time 
online through social media outlets including:

• drawing lessons;
• introduction to gardening;
• traditional cooking classes;
• family workout;
• story time.

Ancestor’s Challenge 
Since 2008, the FNEC has hosted the Inter-school Games giving First Nations children the 
opportunity to compete in a major sporting event that also features social, cultural, and personal 
development programming.

The public health crisis forced the FNEC to cancel what would have been the 13th edition of the 
Inter-school Games. This created a gaping hole in physical education planning and competitive 
sport for students who eagerly anticipate this annual event.

The FNEC went into solution mode to 
keep the flame alive in young First Nations 
athletes and replaced the Games with an 
obstacle course that would reduce the risk of 
contagion and the spread of COVID-19. 

The Ancestor’s Challenge is a mobile obstacle 
race made up of 12 obstacles that can be 
set up in participating communities. To keep 
competition fair, the race was standardized 
so that it can be fully deployed in each 
community. This means that no matter where 
the obstacle course is held, competitors’ 
performances can be compiled using a 
computerized scoring system.

 

ORIENTATION 6: YOUTH SERVICES
Youth services include various training programs and activities designed to meet the needs of 
young people through capacity building that will facilitate networking among them.
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Human resources and recruitment services for member 
communities 
As part of the FNEC’s concern for ongoing improvement, the FNEC Job Bank has was updated 
this year reflecting the latest human resources and recruitment practices to meet the needs 
of employers in today’s job market. An employer zone was created to enable job seekers to 
send their résumé directly to employers, and a section to increase visibility among First Nation 
employers was also set up. 

Beyond publicizing job offers and increasing the FNEC’s outreach, these services help member 
communities apply and optimize employee onboarding and staff retention strategies, and are in 
keeping with the FNEC’s goal to promote careers in education among community members.

ORIENTATION 7: OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
THE FNEC SECRETARIAT
The FNEC uses a results-based management system in its departments to encourage new 
service delivery while monitoring quality assurance of the services already offered to its member 
communities. Considering that the FNEC’s service offering is constantly growing, we must find 
ways to optimize resources, streamline cost management practices, and ensure economies of 
scale. 
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2021–2026 strategic planning  
The FNEC’s strategic planning process, launched in November 2019, was also affected by the 
pandemic. The risks, possibilities, issues, and priorities identified during the consultations held 
with members and employees took on an unexpected new meaning. Fortunately, we were 
able to rely on the strength of our capacity for innovation to maintain operations remotely, and 
continue fulfilling the FNEC’s mission. 

We are pleased to report that several strategic objectives in the 2015–2020 plan were achieved 
in connectivity, the rapid growth of the Inter-school Games and the impact this event has on 
students, as well as the alignment of needs-based training for school staff, just to name a few.

Our latest strategic plan is available on the FNEC website. Six new strategic orientations will be 
guiding the FNEC’s ongoing work toward the complete takeover of education by and for First 
Nation members of the association. 
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School ventilation system inspections 
Between January and March, air ventilation system inspections were conducted in member 
community schools. The initial goal of these inspections was to conduct a critical analysis based 
on empirical indicators such as:

• awareness about the impact of poor ventilation;
• training for ventilation system operators.

The subsequent goal of the inspections was to schedule system upgrades to ensure proper 
indoor air quality in schools. The FNEC has already enabled five schools to upgrade their 
ventilation system.

The FNEC also intends to provide operator training in conjunction with the workforce training 
and development centre (CDFM) in Wendake starting this coming fall. This should be followed by 
school-wide ventilation upgrade planning and community support for the creation of safe schools 
for children and staff. The FNEC hopes to complete this ambitious project in the next three to five 
years.  

FNEC working conditions manual
The review of the FNEC’s Working Conditions Manual has been completed, and provisions have 
been in effect since December. 

Highlights of the updated manual include:

• the addition of a workplace harassment and violence prevention policy in line with the latest 
federal regulations, which was the subject of an employee training session;

• the creation of a local occupational health and safety committee to increase awareness of 
occupational accident or injury prevention efforts in accordance with our legal obligations;

• a new compensation policy was established through the salary structure review resulting in 
updated practices in line with federal pay equity legislation. 
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